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Objective

• Provide information on LAC initiatives that support retention of 
at-risk print collections;

• Propose options for LAC role in a national context. 
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Timeline: Efforts to date
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Six Principles
1. LAC communicated its willingness to hold last copies of Canadiana
2. LAC holdings are described in the National Union Catalog
3. LAC’s preservation copies and rare books are held in appropriate 

preservation environments
4. Continued availability of print material onsite; LAC will lend material if 

it is the only institution in Canada that holds it.
5. LAC committed to hold its Canadiana collection in perpetuity
6. LAC has historically sought to transfer deselected material to other 

institutions, and will continue to do so.
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Timing is everything!

• LAC establishes Published Heritage Branch (April 2016)
• Examination of Legal Deposit Legislation (2016-2017)

– Questions regarding #copies, formats etc
• OCLC contract signed (date)

– Includes option for web application to visualize collections
• Collection Development Policy for Published 

Heritage (2017-18)
• Future: Gatineau2 (2020)
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Last Copies Initiative

• A national initiative within the library 
community

• Support long-term availability and 
rationalisation of print publications 

• Define responsibility for last copies
• Align and synchronize efforts

• Between institutions
• With consortia and associations
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Opportunity: OCLC, the Gamechanger

• Single window on LAC’s holdings, as well as the holdings of hundreds 
of Canadian libraries through the National Union Catalogue; over 30 
million records

• Contract with OCLC is for 5 years with annual option to renew for an 
additional 10 years

• LAC will implement OCLC services over the next 2 years; target 6 mo
for National Union Catalogue
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Strategic Landscape

• Business Intelligence - Reporting and analytics for activity and usage of LAC’s 
collection

• Increased functionality options - to support last copy network with partner 
institutions across Canada (e.g., web based tool to analyze collections)

• Opportunities for internal and external system integrations:
‒ Financial savings through potential rationalization
‒ New products and services for LAC business lines
‒ Lead-in to greater application integration
‒ Strategic potential - contract options can be exercised to leverage additional 

functionality
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Ark-eology: National Overlaps Study

• Increase knowledge and understanding of the rich 
and diverse corpus of print material in Canada.
– Engaging library community 
– Optimize management of publications
– Ensure the survival of critical heritage materials

• Extract and analyse datasets of collection 
databases of participating libraries 
– Phased approach over a year
– Focus on preservation and circulation
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OCLC and Government Publications

• 68 government libraries in Canada use 
OCLC services (August 2016)

• WorldCat Statistics (July 2017)
– National government publications (all countries): 8,936,624 bib records
– Provincial/state government publications (all countries): 4,534,327
– Government publications (all levels) published in Canada: 1,780,626

• National overlaps study for Canadian gov pubs?
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Opportunity: LAC linkages within Government

• Collaboration with Publications and Depository Services
– Monitoring compliance
– Roles and responsibilities

• LAC as strategic partner of the Canadian Federal Libraries 
Strategic Network (CFLSN)
– Deselection of publications in Federal Government Departments

• Transfer of publications that are held in <2 copies at LAC; rare; pre-1867
– Some challenges – closure of libraries, dispersal of responsibility
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Opportunity: Review of Legal Deposit Regulations

• Review of regulations, policy, processes of Legal Deposit
– Implications for #copies and #formats that LAC retains 

• Results
– Internal reprioritization
– Replace outdated systems, process reviews
– Focus on Collection Development policy
– Better able to measure gap between what is published and LD intake

• Publisher Outreach Strategy
– Business Intelligence, Business Relationship Mgt, Continuous Service 

Improvement to lead to outcome of increased legal deposit 
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Opportunity: Collection Development Policy for Published 
Heritage

• High level directions
– Canadiana, comprehensive, digital, collaborative

• Policy suite
– High level policy based on acquisition stream

• Legal Deposit, Purchase/Gift, Web Acquisition
– Directive(s): Legal Deposit, other (?)
– Guidelines on formats, collection type or subject

• Citizen participation
– To be published in open information environment Spring 2018
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Opportunity: Rationalization of LAC collections

• Review of material that was part of the Library of 
Parliament collection
–Retention of Canadiana and foreign Canadiana at LAC
–Portion of foreign material may be last copies in 

Canada
• To be offered to other institutions
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Opportunity: Gatineau2

• LAC will reach storage capacity for its archival holdings within a few 
years. 

• On October 31st, LAC announced the launch of a procurement process 
for the construction of a second archival preservation centre in 
Gatineau, Quebec.
– The project includes the construction of a state-of-the-art preservation facility 

and the optimization of its current Preservation Centre in Gatineau.
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Opportunity: Stakeholder input
• Articulate core responsibilities for facilities holding last copies

– Physical security and preservation
– Facility itself (e.g., CCI sets facility standards) 
– Maintenance of access to the original
– Responsibility to digitize last copies for access

• National Digitization Strategy to improve access to last copies 
• Consider research value

– Articulate statement of how value is determined
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Some big questions and challenges remain

• How to register last copies? How to 
communicate who holds what?

• How many copies to preserve?
• Compatibility of metadata
• Infrastructure/Tools
• Build intelligent workflows
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LAC Current Roles: Summary

– Commitment to retain its 3M+ holdings as Last Copies 
(Canadiana) in appropriate preservation environment

– National Union Catalog 
– Legal Deposit
– Dispersal of last print copies 

that no longer fit its collecting criteria
– Last Copy portal
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LAC Potential Roles

– Coordinate and financially support National Overlap Study
– Potential coordination role for last copies network writ large
– Work with other national libraries (how?)
– Facilitate development of tools/systems e.g.,

• Lead requirements development
• Lead development of metadata elements 

to describe/designate last copy
• Workflows
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Question

• What do you think LAC’s role could be in terms of last copies 
of print publications? 
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